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Summary

Attendance: 12

Carl Adams, IDSc
Mark Baltes, Securian
Chris Bretoi, 3M
Matt Christensen, Phoenix Endeavors
John Curtin, MISRC
Alok Gupta, IDSc
Vandy Johnson, Medtronic
Todd Loncorich, General Mills
Craig Martin, Booz Allen Hamilton
Tim Olson, IDSc
Tamara Rath, NWA
Mary Texer, Target

Summary

- **From the spreadsheet, the top choices are:** 21 (CSOM Promotion), 26(Event-High School camp), 27(Event- Host a High School teacher conference), 36(IDSc Course Content)  
  Event- (MIS Marketing Fair)

- The spreadsheet contains the information that we discovered as well as information on the status of initiatives that are already under way. In addition, the IT camp article posted at [http://www.misrc.umn.edu/eabc/meetings](http://www.misrc.umn.edu/eabc/meetings) talks about a High School camp initiative that was undertaken by University of Cincinnati. It talks about an industry academia partnership towards very similar goals.